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Seminar with Seishiro Endo Shihan in Aikido Doyukai Honkong
Some of you may remember that last year the seminar of Endo Shihan in
Shanghai was cancelled. So we were happy to hear of his new seminar
announcement for Honkong with Hitoshi Nagai Sensei from Aikido Doyukai
as host of the event. After our first e-mail application for registering failed,
Francois and I finally succeeded to register in time for this seminar.
The seminar started on Saturday afternoon
and as we already arrived with our families the
day before we still had some time for
seightseeing in Hongkong. The venue was in
the gym of Chinese International School near
Northpoint in Honkong Island and well
equipped with nice facilities, change room,
showers and drinking water.
The first session was about basics and Endo Shihan emphsised once more the ettiquette for the
newcomers. The participants included quite a number of white belts as well as people first time
practiced “Endo style” of Aikido. So it was good to confirm our own correct movement to prove it
effective.
Endo Shihan put most emphasis on the timely and flexible
response depending on the actual situation rather than
executing a kata. Therefore we did a lot of basic exercises
training the sensitivity for our partners movement, reaction and
subsequent movements.
Another focus was the calm mind,
which is necessay to allow free movements and swift reactions.
Hence he allowed us extended seiza practice at the beginning of
each session in order to calm down. Nevertheless after more
than 20 minutes seiza my mind became very busy again in how
to keep the blood circulating in my legs.
One more highlight of the event was the ceremony of formally handing over the
official Godan Certificate from Hombu Dojo to Hitoshi Nagai Sensei by Seishiro
Endo Shihan.
More than 90 Aikido friends joined, including
from many places outside Hongkong, like Singapore, Malaysia,
Taiwan, Japan, Holland and China. It was a wonderful seminar
which concluded in a delicous dinner party with many friends,
old and new ones. We hope that there will be more such nice
seminars in Hongkong to meet our friends on and off the mats
again.
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